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How time flies… Biostadt completes 10 years 
of its existence this year. We therefore 
thought it appropriate that we should give 

a brand new look to our in-house communication 
“Biostadian” it is now more livelier with its complete 
makeover.

Biostadt group grew from about Rs 80 crore 10 
years ago, to over Rs 400 crore this year and by 
March 2014 we are positive to cross the Rs 500 
crore mark. Thanks to the hard work and efforts of 
Biostadians. 

This 10th year marks the acquisition of New 
Nandi Seeds Company based in Gujarat and also 
the achievement of 100 crore brand Biozyme. 
Our congratulations to the entire Crop Care team 
for their achievement and their well-deserved 
celebration in Dubai. My personal congratulations 
to Mr D K Chopra who has unflinchingly piloted 
this journey. As I always say, Biostadt is an ongoing 
journey which has many stops but no final 
destination.

We have indeed taken a pause after 10 years 
and asked ourselves many questions, how we got here, what we have to do to get to the next stop. We have indeed embarked 
on this critical inward analysis in the last few months and have realized that what got us here will certainly not get us to the next 
level. We have analyzed each of our four marketing divisions critically and made changes in our way of working at field level and at 
various other levels within the organization and these changes are being gradually implemented across the organization.

Our new Bhavnagar facility spread over 60,000 sq. ft. has been commissioned in less than a year after acquisition of the 9 acre 
land and is in full production.

With a very healthy onset of monsoon across the country we look forward to a wonderful year 2013-14. 
I wish you every success in our onward journey at Biostadt.
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We are happy to inform all our Biostadians and our 
associates all over India our acquisition of New 
Nandi Seeds Co based in Gujarat headquartered in 

Ahmedabad. New Nandi Seeds Co is a 40 year 
old company operating mainly in Hybrid Bajra 
and Castor seeds in Gujarat, Rajasthan and 
Haryana. They have an excellent Brand 
equity in market from where they operate 
for years. The company promoters are Mr 
Bipin Kumar Chandarana and Mr Sharad 
Kumar Chandarana, who are brothers, 
they have been owning and managing 
this company very efficiently over the past  
30 years. We are very happy to inform you 
that they have very willingly expressed their desire 
to continue to be associated with the day to day 
running of the organization for the foreseeable future. 
We are extremely happy to welcome them to our 
growing BIOSTADT family.

The acquisition of New Nandi Seeds along with our 
current Hi Q Seed division offers Biostadt a tremendous 
synergy in terms of R&D and geographical coverage.  

Biostadt will emerge as a strong players in hybrid seed industry 
which is growing at double digit pace in our country.

This is Biostadt’s 2nd acquisition after we acquired 50% 
interest in Vinhthinh corporation in Vietnam, which is now known 

as Biostadt Vinhthinh Company. This acquisition has also 
grown 3 times in the last 5 years and has become a No 1 

company in the Aquaculture space in Vietnam.
We welcome Nandi Seeds to Biostadt family.

Nandi Seeds | BIOSTADT

Another Feather in Biostadt’s Cap

LEFT TO RIGHT: Mr Dhanraj Bhagat (GRANT THORNTON); Mr Pramod Agarwal; Mr Juzar S Khorakiwala; Mr Sharad (PROMOTER);  
Mr Satish Kamat (CFO); Mr Vadiraj (LEGAL)

Biostadt acquires 100% business of New Nandi Seed corporation under its  
wholly owned subsidiary, “New Nandi Seeds and Agrigenetic Pvt Ltd.”
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Aqua | BIOSTADT

TOP: Aqua Team in  
Biostadt stall at Aqua Aquaria  

Expo-2013 Vijayawada
LEFT: Dr. Partha with  
senior management  

in Thailand

RIGHT: Biostadt Team during Aqua 
Super Speciality Product Launch 
with Nutriad team in Tamil Nadu

TOP:  
Product efficacy  

check up during Farm  
Visit at Ongole
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Jordan to promote Wokozim
BELOW: Mr Ng.Saratchandra 
with prospectiveInternational 
clients at Khartoum 
International Exhibition
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Biostadians helped us achieve the target of Biozyme 101 Crores. The credit for this 
achievement goes to the entire Crop care team at Biostadt who have all contributed 
to this milestone.

The conference began with encouraging words from the Chairman and Managing 
Director Mr Juzar Khorakiwala. He reviewed the hard work done by Biostadians 
in the previous year and thanked them for achieving sales worth 101 cores in  
Biozyme. Mr Khorakiwala acknowledged Mr D K Chopra our Group CEO for his 
excellent leadership.

He encouraged all Biostadians by his inspirational speech and spoke on the next 
Big Leap Biozyme 201 Crores in next 3-4 years. He emphasized on the need to change 
strategies from Push to Pull to get to the next level.

It was then time for the eagerly awaited address from Mr D K Chopra who spoke 
about how the team can achieve the next Big Leap through productivity management. 

The Big 
Leap

BIOSTADT | Crop Care

TOP: 
Mr Nitin Sonar reciving the  

Outstanding Biostadian award  
from CMD and Group CEO.

ABOVE: 
Star Regional Manager  

Mr R M Patil (Bijapur Region) 
recieving the award

This year Biostadt’s Annual Conference 
– 2013 (Crop Care division) was held 
in Dubai from 9th to 13th May, 2013. 

The theme for this year was Big Leap – 
Building on the Best. The Big Leap year 
of 2012-13 was a year of phenomenal 
success for Biostadt. A year of glory for 
agri-inputs where the team work of our 
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He spoke on the need to improve productivity and the benefits associated with it. He 
also spoke on how one can leverage the available resources and by cutting down  
on inefficiency.

Our Guest of Honor Mr Deepak Sethi led the next session where he spoke on 
“Commune Centric Marketing”(CCM). He also spoke about how CCM will help 
to achieve goals for demand generation, farmer relationship building, and data 
collection from farmers.

Mr Gokul Dafale, General Manager, Marketing of Crop Care division spoke on the 
role of marketing team and how the product marketing and field marketing teams 
will catalyze the sales effort. He also emphasized on the importance to successful 
implementation of CCM – how implementation happens from famers and retail point 
of views.

After that, case studies were 
discussed with the help of unit head. It 
addressed key issues of how to handle 
the team in a positive manner. There was 
also some crop specific presentation by 
each unit head team member about 
their respective region.  

Finally the forum came to an end 
with the Gala Awards Ceremony 
which honored all the achievers from 
various divisions. The audience was also 
entertained by the dynamic co-hosts of 
the day, Mr Gokul Dafale and Mr Alok 
Bhadauria, Regional sales Manager, 
Lucknow. 

While in Dubai, the group were 
entertained with fun activities like Cruise, 
Desert Safari and above all shopping at 
the famed malls of Dubai.

RIGHT: 
Mr Sanjeev Raha (Unit 4) recieving the 

award for Star Unit Head
BELOW: 

Crop Care Marrketing Team
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BIOSTADT | Hi - Q Seeds

Launching Paramount 
With Karnataka Stockists

MAIn FEATURES
l High yield potential.
l	Wide adoption.
l	Erect leaves – suitable for high plant population.   
l	Strong root and stalk quality – stable for mechanized harvesting. 
l	Uniform ears and excellent tip filling. 
l	Bold and deep grain – high shelling recovery. 
l	Good tolerance for high temperature

MAIn FEATURES
l	Medium duration rice hybrid and matures in 130 -135 

days in Kharif season
l	Plant type is compact, erect and non-lodging
l	Suitable for Eastern India-low to moderate 

management conditions
l	The grain is long and slender. Kernels white with good 

cooking and eating quality
l	Field tolerance to false smut and Brown plant hoppers
l	Tolerant to drought and salinity
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In Gene  
Organics Launches  
Nanozim Extrude  
24kg in New  
Attractive Drum  
Pack with Tap

In Gene | BIOSTADT

Nanozim Extrude 12kg 
GAGAR Pack received 
an ALL INDIA STAR 

from IIP & Ministry of 
Commerce, Government 
of India and ASIASTAR 

from APF, Korea.

LEFT TO RIGHT: Mr Mritunjay Kumar 
(GM – InGene Organics);  

Mr J S Khorakiwala CMD – Biostadt 
India Limited); Mr DK Chopra  

(GCEO – Biostadt India Limited); 
Mr Nitiin R Sonar (VP – Supply Chain)

InGene Organics  
Launched New Intelligent 

Products Insyst & Incom in 
Jammu & Kashmir.

Productive Field Day At Pusa, Bihar with 
50+ Farmers Participation & Grand Visit 

of Agri Officials.
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Lending A Helping Hand

Christmas is a time for sharing and giving. Last 
December  our Mindanao Sales Team came 

up with an initiative to donate their Christmas 
Party  budget  to the victims of Typhoon Pablo 
(International Name Bopha) that hit parts of  
the Philippines.

 This is through Mindanao Sales Team 
Christmas Mission Undertaking - Alay Sa Barangay: 
Pamaskong Handog Mula Sa Biostadt Philippines, 
Inc. (Service to the Barangay: Christmas Offering/
Gift From Biostadt Philippines, Inc.) wherein 
packed grocery items were distributed among the 
typhoon victims in Montebista Compostela Valley 
up to New Bataan Compostela Valley headed 
by Business Manager Dennis C. Pantastico, Field 
Manager Dadtungan B. Mangiging & the South 
Mindanao & East Mindanao Teams.

BIOSTADT | Philippines

Biostadt Philippines, Inc. in coordination 
with Biostadt India Limited organised 

an incentive trip to India to some of our 
Filipino distributors (Samson Agri Supply & 
Farmers Atlas Marketing Corp.) and Biophil 
employees as part of building better ties  
with them.  

They visited some of India’s iconic 
tourist destinations in and around Delhi, 
Agra & Jaipur such as Red Fort, India Gate, 
Qutub Minar, Lotus Temple, Taj Mahal. 
Radha Swami Temple, Agra Fort, Amber 
Fort, Hawa Mahal, Choki Dhani, and 
Cannaught Place.

It was an experience worth 
remembering for our Filipino distributors 
and employees.

Filipino Distributors  
Incentive Trip To India
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Biostadt Philippines Welcomes 
Indian & Filipino Distributors

Biophil had the honour to be visited by our Indian Distributors 
recently. An evening of excitement, fun, with a Festivity 
Leitmotif: Biostadt Aastaha Parivar, Gold Members 

Appreciation Night was held at the Montemar Beach Club. It 
was held to recognize and give tribute to our Indian & Filipino 
distributors as a token of our appreciation for their continuous 
business and partnership with us.

To give the Indian distributors a glimpse of the Philippines 
scenic spots and culture, they visited Las Casas Filipinas, Mt. 

Samat in Bagac, Bataan and were given a special Cultural 
Show/Entertainment. Likewise, they toured the Mall of Asia 
(MOA) where they enjoyed a stroll and had a sumptuous lunch 
at the Buffet 101. They proceeded to the CCP Complex, Roxas 
Boulevard, American Cemetery, Intramuros, Fort Bonifacio, San 
Agustin Museum, Rizal Park, Chinatown and had dinner at The 
Legend of India in Jupiter Street, Makati. As tokens from Biostadt 
Philippines, Inc., each of our Indian distributors were given Filipino 
handcrafts: Rice God (Ifugao) and Bull. 
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BIOSTADT | News

The Ribbon is cut:
Bhavnagar Factory 
unveiled by the CMD

Indeed it’s a great achievement by the Silvassa team, 
surpassing all previous records related to Quality, Productivity 
and Performance. This is possible due to automation done 

in production department as well as continuous support and 
motivation from the management, specially from Mr Nitiin R 

Sonar. While performing the record production we have also 
maintained the Quality parameters at par at all levels.

The Silvassa team are happy, proud and motivated by 
the Team Award and are committed to do more hard work to 
achieve company’s goal towards increased growth. 

Team Silvassa
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with Nitiin R Sonar  
(Vice President – Supply Chain)

STRAIGHT TALK

How did you feel on winning Outstanding Biostadian 
Award 2013
It’s was a big surprise for me ! It is always a dream of any 
Biostadian to get the Outstanding Biostadian Award. 

What was the feeling of your family members, when you 
they came to know about it.
Of course they all are very happy and proud.

What does this recognition mean to you?
A lot… recognition in terms of  appreciation and  
awards are more prized than  monetary benefits. In my 
10 years of service in Biostadt  I have learned a lot and 
at the end of the day I feel satisfied and eagerly  
await the next day at office. 

How was the challenge of getting Bhavnagar plant up 
and ready along with your regular responsibilities as 
head of supply chain?
Last one year was very  challenging and we  faced lots 
of local and legal issues. 
I am very fortunate for having good team members.
Without their support I would  never have completed 
the task of building Bhavnagar factory in 11 months.    

Had anything changed in your life after this award 
What has changed is my own expectation from myself 
of doing something more and different  
   
How did you manage your work life balance while 
managing this dual responsibility?
There is nothing like dual or multiple responsibilities. Work 
is work and one has to do it with conviction… 

Jammu Factory celebrated 
42nd National Safety Week 
from 4-11th March 2013.  

All Staff members and workers 
actively participated in the 
programme as per “Suraksha 
Sankalp” agenda. We have 
explored several hidden talents 
and got different slogans from 
workers in which MrVaris Masih 
from Powder section stood first. 
Viewing the success and need of 
the programme , it was decided 
to celebrate the progamme 
annually. Mr Amit Nag was team 
leader for this event .

If you have to define yourself in three words it would be – 
Speed… Team work….Growth (and every Biostadian 
knows  well what these three means….)

If you could plan a trip anywhere in the world for yourself 
and your family, where would you like to go –
Switzerland 

When was the last time you thought, Wow, I made it”? –
Perhaps not yet……

When was the last time you tried something crazy? –
Most of the time I do crazy things…  
but last time when I jumped from 3000 ft in Manali while 
paragliding 

42nd National Safety Week
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BIOSTADT | Employee’s Corner

Long Service Award to Dr P K Dabral on completing 25 years with Biostadt

Blood sugar and BP check organised by HR team 
at Biostadt Head office

Mr D K Chopra’s birthday felicitations

Vani, daughter of our Group  
CEO Mr D K Chopra got 
married to Aditya, son of 
Dr Mrs Vivien and Dr nihar 
Amonkar and grandson of 
renowned classical singer 
Padma Vibhushan   
Smt Kishori Amonkar on  
2nd June in Mumbai.
Amongst those who graced 
the occasion to bless the 
couple were Hon. Chief 
Minister of Maharashtra 
Mr Prithvi Raj Chavan,  
Union Minister for Agriculture 
Shri Sharad Pawar, and  
other VIPs, Celebrities and 
large number of Biostadians 
and ex Biostadians..!!
Our CMD Mr J S Khorakiwala,  
Mrs nishreen Khorakiwala 
and others in the family 
also attended the marriage 
celebrations. They also 
hosted a separate  
reception for the newlyweds 
at their new sea facing 
house in Worli.


